
IN SEARCH OF THE
NORTHERN
LIGHTS 

O T H E RWO R L D T R A V E L . C OM



SEARCHING FOR
AURORA BOREALIS

Few natural spectacles come close to the awe-inspiring wonder of the
Northern Lights. Formerly known as Aurora Borealis, this fascinating
event occurs when electrically charged particles from the sun are
carried in the solar wind to earth’s atmosphere. They then collide with
gaseous particles and emit colourful glowing lights that seem to dance
around in the sky. They form around the polar regions because earth’s
magnetic field pulls the particles toward the poles. 

At the same time, the Southern Lights – Aurora Australia – perform a
mirror image of the lights, only on the other side of the world. They
even occur on other planets including Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune, Mars
and Uranus. 

This otherworldly natural lightshow is something that appears on many
traveller’s bucket lists, but you need to know where to go (and when)
for the best chance at seeing them in action. Hopefully, this guide
helps you tick this one off your list.

   – Yvonne Campbell



FINLAND

There ’s one big reason people flock to northern Finland and it comes in the
form of a jolly fat man in a red suit . Finish Lapland may well be the home of
Santa Claus , but there ’s another reason to visit this magical part of the world .
Reindeer and elves aside , it ’s one of the best places in the world to see the

Northern Lights . 

The town of Rovaniemi is a great base to
begin your search for the lights . They begin
to shine around September each year and
last until March . With any luck , you ’ll enjoy
clear skies every other night .

Flights , accommodation and tourism
infrastructure is plentiful , thanks to the
thriving Santa Claus Village set up , so you ’ll
have no trouble finding somewhere to stay ,
eat and entertain yourself even if the lights
aren ’t out every night .

Currency: Euro

Language: Finish/Swedish

Nearest airport: Rovaniemi

Fini sh Lapland

WHERE TO STAY

Star Arctic Hotel is located on the top of
the Kaunispää “Beautiful Peak” near Ivalo , 270 km
north of the Arctic Circle . Here , the Nordic modern
civilization is perfectly integrated with Lapland ’s own
unique culture .

The hotel is certified environmentally-friendly with its
exterior designed specifically to blend harmoniously
with the natural surroundings . 

Of the three room types , the Aurora Glass Cabin takes
the cake with a stunning three-panel glass design
that offer a direct view up to the dreamy night sky .

STAR ARCTIC HOTEL

NEED TO KNOW



SWEDEN

An untamed and unspoilt town in Norrbotten County , Sweden , Jukkasjärvi has
just 548 permanent residents . But plenty of visitors come and go in the winter

months . The main reason they flock to this area , a chilly 200 kilometers north of
the arctic circle , is for the opportunity to see Aurora Borealis in full force .

The weather in Sweden is a little milder
than lots of other places where the lights
are visible (Siberia and Canada , for
example). It 's also slightly more affordable
than some of its Nordic neighbours .

Aurora season in the north of Sweden runs
roughly from the end of September until
the start of April . To put that another way :
the northern lights are (theoretically at
least) visible in Swedish Lapland any time
of year that it gets properly dark at
night .But , given the sun barely sets at all
between May and August , you 'll be unliekly
to catch them then .

Currency: Swedish krona

Language: Swedish

Nearest airport: Kiruna 

Jukkas järv i

WHERE TO STAY

Icehotel is the one hotel and , in most cases , the only
reason people visit this remote area of the country .
Made entirely our of natural ice from the Torne River ,
the hotel is considered to be an art exhibition as well
as a unique accommodation experience . 

Crafted by hand each year , the suites offer the chance
to sleep in a luxurious , and surprisingly well-
appointed igloo for the night . Holding a max
temperature of -5 degrees Celsius , you 'll be rugged up
under reindeer hide blankets with a thick mattress
below to keep you warm . If that 's not for you , the
hotel does offer "warm rooms" as well with the same
stunning views of the surrounding landscapes . 

ICEHOTEL

NEED TO KNOW



SCOTLAND

As a general rule , the further north you are , the better your chances of seeing
the northern lights is . But if you 're bound by UK borders , you may want to try
your luck in Scotland . The Galloway Forest Park , just 90 minutes '  drive from

Glasgow , has been designated a Dark Sky Park , which means the  area boasts
near-perfect skygazing conditions .

Attempting to spot the lights so far south
is a bit of a gamble . Sometimes , when
forecasts predict no Northern Lights , they
suddenly appear on the distant horizon .
And on other evenings , when the lights a
predicted as highly likely , they disappear
behind clouds or fail to come out at all .

Either way , you will definitely be treated to
some fantastic star lit skies (so long as it 's a
clear night). It 's a good idea to give
yourself a few nights to catch them in the
dead of winter . Renting a camper-van or
basing yourself somewhere in away from
light pollution is your best bet .

Currency: Pound sterling

Language: English

Nearest airport: Glasgow

Gall oway Fore s t Park

WHERE TO STAY

With the backdrop of the Galloway Forest Park ,
Conifer Lodges in Galloway is the perfect base for a
Northern Lights expedition . There are 43 lodges to
choose from , sleeping 2 to 8 humans (and some even
allow pets). With private outdoor hot tubs and cosy
amenities , you 'll be itching to get back and relax after
a day (or night) of searching for the lights . 

Lord Galloway Lodges sits along the South West
Coastal 300 route – a stunning drive of just over 300
Miles . There is so much to explore , including a
multitude of interesting towns and villages . You could
easily spend a week or two on the South West Coastal
300 and only scratch the surface !

LORD GALLOWAY LODGES

NEED TO KNOW



ICELAND

Reykjavík is widely considered to be the Northern Lights Capital of the World .
On top of the already numerous reasons to visit this charming Icelandic city  –
ice caves , glaciers , and volcanoes to name a few – Reykjavik offers some of the 

 best opportunities to spot Aurora Borealis . On a clear night , there 's a good
chance you might catch it on the wayhome from the pub without even trying ! 

If the skies are clear and the Aurora is active
you can see the Northern Lights pretty much
anywhere in Iceland , even in downtown
Reykjavík . The best Aurora spots inside the
city tend to be along the coast , where you
have a broad horizon without streetlights or
other sources of bright light polluting the
sky . 

Taking a stroll along the north shore scenic
and sculpture walk is a great way to enjoy
the Aurora in downtown Reykjavík . However ,
the lights will be even brighter if you hop
aboard a Northern Lights cruise and head
out into the dark of the night , away from the
city 's light pollution . 

Currency: Icelandic króna

Language: Icelandic/English

Nearest airport: Reykjavik

Reykjav ik

WHERE TO STAY

This stunning and historic hotel offers a touch of
luxury in the heart of Reykjavik . Hotel Borg overlooks
the beautiful square of Austurvöllur , across from
Althingi , the Icelandic parliament and the cathedral .

The Borg is conveniently located within walking
distance of a selection of great restaurants , shops , art
galleries and attractions . 

Ever since its opening in 1930 , the history of Hotel
Borg has been intertwined with the history of the
country as many historical events and meetings have
occurred within its walls . So you 'll get a slice of
Icelandic history with your morning coffee .

HOTEL BORG

NEED TO KNOW



CANADA

For travellers looking to try their luck a little further afield , the US and Canada
offer an alternative for seeing the Auroras .Yukon Territory in Canada ’s west is
such a popular hotspot that it has its own information centre dedicated to

teaching visitors about and helping them find the Northern Lights .

Whitehorse in the Yukon Territory is the
main base for Aurora-spotting in the western
half of the country . This is where you 'll find
the Northern Lights Centre which puts on
video demos of what to expect before
heading out under the night sky .

Although they are visible from mid-August to
mid-April , the best chance of catching the
northern lights (a .k .a . aurora borealis) is
during the first few weeks of winter . Ideal
viewing conditions consist of dark and clear
nights (preferably moonless) with a magic
window between 10 pm and 3 am .

Currency: Canadian Dollar

Language: English

Nearest airport: Whitehorse 

Yukon Terr i t o ry

WHERE TO STAY

Doesn 't the name say it all? This expansive resort has
multiple accommodation options depending on your
travel style including traditional alpine log chalets , as
well as the prized glass chalets that put the stunning
scenery on full view .  

The large , peaceful property is perfect for the Aurora
viewing , far away from any light pollution or
neighbours . There 's a large viewing deck close to the
bar so you can soak up the view with a drink in hand .

You can also book day trips and Aurora expeditions
with the hotel to explore more of the Yukon area .

NORTHERN LIGHTS RESORT & SPA

NEED TO KNOW
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